Determining a suitable, adaptive region of interest (ROI) automatically for extracting information related to cardiac activity (signal-ROI/S-ROI), and another containing information on ambient light-fluctuation (background-ROI/B-ROI, as close as possible to the signal-ROI), and robust signal processing are important in webcam based heart-rate (HR) estimation -in real life situations. We describe a novel method of automatically determining both the ROIs. The forehead is the candidate for the S-ROI, due to its uniformity and minimum vulnerability for deformation. We first identify the skin-pixels within the face-region detected by the Viola-Jones (VJ) algorithm. The forehead-region, and a uniform subrectangle within it not containing hair -determined by using variance as a measure -yields the S-ROI. The B-ROI -consisting of 3 rectangles -each of the same size as that of S-ROI, at the two sides and the top of the VJ-rectangle -is used to generate a reference signal for an adaptive noise-cancellation scheme. The situation arising from (possibly simultaneous) facial expressions deforming the S-ROI, is addressed -by extracting the phase sequence associated with the analytic representation of the signal. Experiments conducted with 21 healthy subjects, using this novel array of techniques, have produced good correspondence with the ground truth obtained from a standard finger-pulse transducer -as reflected by the Bland-Altman plot.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases have been the cause of morbidity and mortality throughout the world [1] , leading to efforts towards understanding the human cardiovascular system, in terms of the heart rate (HR), and its variability [2] . Estimating HR by a webcam is a topic of current interest, due to low cost and non-contact nature.
In this context, Verkrussye et al. [3] proposed the use of forehead as a region of interest and the green-channel to record the photoplethysmogram, containing information on HR. Poh et al. [4] , [5] proposed the use of a webcam in ambient light conditions, and independent component analysis (ICA) on the color channels to get information pertaining to HR. They used the central 60% width and the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kezhi Li . full height of the rectangle bounding the face, as the ROI for signal-extraction. Kwon et al. [6] also used the entire face, but proposed the use of green channel alone (in the absence of subject-motion) over the use of ICA. Similar work by Sun et al. [7] also showed that ambient-lightfluctuations affect the signal. The use of sub-regions within the face (e.g., the region below the eyes and above the lips, around the eyes and nose, the mouth) including the forehead, as ROIs, have also been proposed [8] - [14] . However, recently, Stricker et al. [15] confirmed that the forehead is the most suitable region for acquiring the signal containing the cardiac component. Therefore, we consider forehead as the candidate (and starting) region for determining a suitable ROI (i.e., S-ROI) for tapping cardiac information. However, as discussed in the sequel and (also addressed in this paper), the presence of hair and involuntary facial expressions can affect the cardiac-component -even while tapping the signal from a region on the forehead -the former obstructs information, while the latter affects through dynamic (time-varying) deformations.
Currently, there is a great interest in automating data acquisition and processing. The first step towards automation involves the selection of an ROI for signal acquisition. The Viola Jones algorithm [16] , for example, has been used for identifying the face-region (e.g., Poh et al. [4] , [5] and Monkaresi et al. [17] ). Huang and Dung [18] start by identifying the nose, and outline and use the entire skin-region within the face as the ROI. Stricker et al. [15] identified a region on the forehead, based on eye-position and prior geometric considerations, to reduce computation, in the context of robotics. However, they have reported their method to have become unreliable in the presence of hair. Tarassenko et al. use a 'face-registration' algorithm and Bayesian segmentation (to get the entire background), and select square-ROIs -one as S-ROI ('on the patient's skin, preferably on the face') and one as the B-ROI -in the context of monitoring HR during haemodialysis, under strong fluorescence light. However, there is not much clarity on the criterion for the selection of the ROIs. They fit AR-models to both signal and reference waveforms, and employed pole-cancellation to reject aliased version of flicker-frequency. However, while a few waveforms of HR as a function of time are given, the lack of statistical results, in view of the vulnerability of an AR model in the presence of noise and perturbance, leave some concerns not addressed [19] . Finally, note that the work in [12] brought out the limitations of motion-based methods, with respect to illumination-variations and subject-motion.
A common but significant issue arising in the context of webcam based HR-computation is that of changes in ambient illumination. It has been addressed to an extent, by adaptive filtering using a reference signal tapped from the 'background', to suppress the effects of fluctuations on the signal [12] . The ROI in [12] -a non-rectangular region, was estimated automatically by computing many facial landmarks; feature-points within the ROI were used for tracking the ROI, to counter rigid motion of the head. However, the ROI -the entire face below the eyes -is highly non-uniform and vulnerable to inner facial movements/facial expressions (see Stricker et al. [15] ). The work in [12] involves segmentation to get the background-region (in each frame), to estimate a reference for the adaptive filter. While a reference from the entire background may be useful in the context considered in [12] , it cannot cater to local fluctuations (i.e., in the vicinity of the S-ROI -at which the signal is actually collected) -the information pertaining to which is crucial; indeed, the actual effect, locally on the S-ROI, may get buried by information extracted by averaging over the entire (global) scene -unless, the fluctuation turns out to be global. On the contrary, a B-ROI close to the vicinity of the S-ROI, will always involve information correlated to the changes in illumination within the S-ROI. After all, it is the fluctuation in the proximity to the S-ROI that is important. Finally, it is to be noted that signal segments associated with errors due to facial expressions were chopped off in [12] -this is undesirable, and also not amenable to automation.
While much work has been reported on camera-based HR estimation, automation under different challenging circumstances i.e., changes in (i) ambience due to a shadow cast by someone moving in the vicinity -which is dynamic and may occur close to the S-ROI but not present elsewhere/far-off, (ii) involuntary facial expressions, and (iii) their simultaneous occurrence, are realistic problems. The presence of hair on the ROI is also known to affect the signal quality. This paper is the result of our efforts on addressing the aforementioned problems, and involves some novel contributions. Specifically, we propose a novel, automatic method of determining an adaptive, hair-free sub-region on the forehead, as the S-ROI. This was motivated by our study of the work of Lewandowska et al. [13] , who used variance in thermalimages to show that the forehead is the flattest. In addition, we select a B-ROI -consisting of a set of regions -automatically, for estimating the reference signal to be used by an adaptive filter to suppress the effects of fluctuations in ambient light. In addition, the method is computationally simple/inexpensive, and selects the B-ROI close to the S-ROIso that, the reference-signal closely represents the lightfluctuations in the vicinity of the S-ROI (and hence affecting the actual source of the signal). Finally, to combat the effects of facial expression (leading to deformation in the S-ROI and thus affecting the estimate of the cardiac component) -possibly simultaneously during ambience-fluctuation, we exploit the concept of analytical-representation of signal to enhance the cardiac-signal, and render the method robust.
It is pertinent to point out that at this juncture that, recently [20] -in the context of using a smartphone for estimating HR -a region of the forehead, based on a predetermined (fixed) dimensions (geometric parameters) -has been used. Their method, however, is non-adaptive, and does not address the issue of avoiding interference by the presence of hair within the ROI. Indeed, they also stated that further studies are required to understand effects of external lighting and skin color and on the accuracy of the HR-estimate, and also indicate the necessity for more accurate method for finding the forehead region. On the other hand, our work is complementary, in that the findings in this paper can be useful in that context also.
The development of the methodologies required for automatically detecting the S-ROI and the B-ROI are explained in the following. The signal processing-steps, including adaptive suppression of the effects of fluctuations in ambient light, and the utility of analytic representation of signals to extract the cardiac-component, are outlined. The experimental set up and the results, validated by measuring HR through the finger pulse transducer, are presented in Section III. The results and some of the limitations are discussed in Section IV. The paper is concluded in Section V. VOLUME 8, 2020 
II. METHODS

A. CAPTURING THE FACE
Of the various possible regions for extracting cardiac-related waveforms, the forehead is the most preferable, as it is relatively uniform and suffers less from facial expressions. The 1 St step in arriving at the forehead involves capturing the face, by the well-known Viola-Jones method [16] , which provides the 'V-J rectangle' containing the face.
B. DETERMINING THE SIGNAL ROI (S-ROI)
Starting from the VJ-rectangle, we devise an algorithm to get an ROI (devoid of hair) within the forehead, lying between the eyebrows at the bottom and hair on the top (and possibly on the sides). The reflected illumination suffers greater change over the indicated border-regions. We use the knowledge of skin to eliminate hair, and local (spatial) variance to get a rectangle corresponding to the flat region over the middle of the forehead. Note that the latter (variance-based procedure) also assists avoiding regions with hair, making the method robust.
1) SKIN-DETECTION
The proposed algorithm starts with skin-detection, based on color. The first step in color-segmentation involves choosing an appropriate color-space. The well-known RGB color space, however, is prone to errors due to possible fluctuations in illumination. Of the various other color-spaces wherein color-information is isolated from that of intensity, the YCbCr model is popular for skin-segmentation. Further, since the color of the skin is influenced by the blood in the superficial vessels [ 
reveals that Cr is relatively rich in information pertaining to red. Finally, we found that the histogram of the Cr-values of skin pixels constructed from 23 subjects of different complexions, revealed a compact-distribution of Cr over the interval [130, 160] . This range is very close to that found in [23] . The ratio Cb/Cr exhibited an even more compact distribution. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the values of Cr, and Cb/Cr, over the skin and non-skin regions within the VJ rectangle. We used the ratio Cb/Cr ∈ [0.6,0.85] for skin pixel extraction. The possible issue of some misclassification arising from the minor overlap between the two histograms, will be alleviated to an extent, by restricting the classification and further processing -to a sub-rectangle of the VJ-rectangle, and scanning/processing from the top -as described in the sequel. 
C. UPPER AND LOWER BORDERS OF THE S-ROI
First, a sub-rectangle from the top of the VJ-rectangle, of half the height and half the width, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) , is constructed. Starting with the topmost row in the sub-rectangle (which may contain some hair), row-variance (i.e., variance computed over a row) is calculated. This calculation is repeated over the subsequent rows while descending towards the eyebrow-level. The variance will reduce, as we first hit the row involving the forehead only (due to the relative uniformity). The variance will remain small, until we encounter a row close to the eyebrow -after which, the variance will increase again (due to an increase in the non-skin pixels and physical non-uniformity). The rows -at the top and the bottom prior to high values of variance provide the upper and lower borders of the ROI (See Fig. 2 (b) ).
D. LATERAL BOUNDS OF THE S-ROI
Starting with the mid-point of the lower-border of the ROI, two small squares i.e., to the left and the right of the preceding point but touching each other along the vertical line at the mid-point (dividing the forehead), are created to form a small rectangle. The local variances of the image over these squares are computed. The size of each of the squares is then increased successively in small steps (by the same measure), and the local variances over the two are computed at each step ( Fig. 3 ). This procedure is stopped, when the values of the variances start increasing. Specifically, at every step i, the difference in the local variance i.e., var(i)-var(i − 1) is measured. An increase in its magnitude, exceeding a threshold (determined empirically, to be 50), is considered to signify the border of the ROIe.g., due to the onset of hair-region, physically non-uniform regions, etc.). At that juncture, the rectangle formed by these two squares give the final ROI -and will have minimum perturbation.
E. DETERMINING THE BACKGROUND ROI (B-ROI)
The B-ROI should be close to the face, but not include the face: the VJ-rectangle provides the reference for this purpose. We recommend and use three rectangles (to remove any spatial/directional bias), each of the same size as the signal-ROI: two by the sides of the face and the other over the top, so that fluctuations due to a moving shadow, possibly narrow in width or breadth -are captured. Specifically, the S-ROI is reflected over to the sides of the face, just outside the VJ rectangle, to get two sub-regions. The other one is defined by reflecting the S-ROI with respect to the top-edge of the VJ-rectangle, by 45% of the height of the face (to avoid the face/head completely). The resulting background-ROI consists of 3 sub-regions ( Fig. 4 ).
F. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 1) DATA ACQUISITION
The green channel is used for getting signal related to cardiac activity, as proposed in [3] , [6] , [12] . The average of greenpixel-values over the S-ROI is computed over every frame, and its value as a function of frame number gives a time-series containing cardiac information i.e., about the pulsatile blood flow. The average of the intensity-values over the three subregions of the B-ROI, as a function of frame number, provides the reference signal containing information about changes in the ambient light. The time-series are then de-trended. 
2) ADAPTIVE FILTERING
The reference signal is used to suppress the noisy component corresponding to light-fluctuation, from that containing the cardiac-component, by using an adaptive filter (AF) formulated based on the normalized least mean square (NLMS) criterion [24] . While such an adaptive noise cancelation approach was used earlier in a similar context [12] , our contribution in this paper is in determining an adaptive signal-ROI and background ROIs automatically, for the purpose of providing a good and roust estimate of the cardiac signal -by estimating a time series involving cardiac components along with interference, as well as a good reference time-seriesfrom regions not too far off from the S-ROI -so that it preserves the fidelity of changes in illumination most relevant to the information in the S-ROI.
Let g(n) represent the measured signal, modelled as the cardiac component s(n), corrupted by an additive component s l (n) correlated with the fluctuations in ambient light within the S-ROI. The background signal l bg (n) -containing information about the illumination-fluctuations -provides the reference to the adaptive filter, towards suppressing its effects on the measured signal.
The NLMS adaptive filtering scheme is shown in Fig. 5 . It works by estimating that part of the input g(n) (primary)correlated to the reference waveform l bg (n) (secondary, due predominantly to ambient light only i.e., without the cardiac component) -and canceling it from the input, giving an estimate of the cardiac component.
where:ŝ
In eqn. (3), w and l bg are N -point vectors. If the estimation error sequence is e(n) = s l (n) −ŝ l (n), the optimum filter weights obtained by the NLMS criterion i.e., minimizing the normalized mean square error, result in the following updateequations:
where, ε is a small constant, and µ s is the ''step-size'' (which determines the rate of convergence). The filter gradually learns the characteristics of the inputs, and its weights converge to the optimum values as dictated by the NLMS-criterion. If the input statistics change after convergence, the filter would respond be readjusting its weights to the new optimum values, and this process continues. Thus, changes due to illumination (not very abrupt) are tracked, and subtracted from the primary input, to yield the cardiac component.
The adaptive filtered signal is subsequently band-pass filtered [0.5-4] Hz (a standard range used to retain the cardiac component), to yield an enhanced version ofŝ(n).
It is to be noted that, the adaptive filter, however, may not be able to completely cope up with (quicker) changes in intensity i.e., it may introduce its own 'noise' -including that due to the reference signal which may not be a replica of the fluctuations over the S-ROI, and also due to the assumed linear model for the effects of light-fluctuations. Further, the adaptive filter cannot account for changes in facial expressions. We propose processing the enhanced signal further -to account for distortions resulting from facial expressions -towards extracting the cardiac component for robust HR-estimation, based on the concept of analytic signal.
3) PROCESSING BASED ON ANALYTIC SIGNAL REPRESENTATION [25]-[28]
Let x(n) represent the enhanced version of the raw signal i.e., band-passed version of the adaptive filter-output obtained in the previous step. Note that band-pass filtering ensures that it is zero-mean and relatively narrowband. The analytic representation of x(n), is the inverse of the non-negative part of the Fourier transform of x(n) -a complex sequence of the form: y (n) = a (n) e jφ(n) (6) The real part of y (n) is x(n) itself, and is of the form a(n)cos(φ(n)), where a(n) is the envelop and φ(n) is the instantaneous phase-sequence. We do not need the magnitude (envelop), but only the cosine of the phase-sequence.
representing the component corresponding to the cardiac frequency. One may also note that since a(n) -being the magnitude of the analytic signal -is positive, cos(φ(n)) would preserve the sign of x(n). Thus, s(n) would also preserve the zero-crossings of x(n), and hence represent the cardiac component.
The component s(n) may therefore be extracted from the analytic signal representation. The analytic signal representation pertaining to a discrete sequence is the inverse DFT of the ''right-sided DFT'' constructed from the sequence. Computationally, analytical signal representation can be obtained by using the Hilbert Transform (available on MATLAB).
Finally, note that the location of the tallest peak in the power spectrum density (PSD) of s(n) will yield the cardiac frequency.
III. RESULTS
The experimental set up involves a laptop with an integrated webcam (HP True Vision), placed in room with good day light. Subjects were asked to sit still in front of the camera, at a distance between 0.5 m and 1 m.
Changes in illumination were simulated by a person moving around, during the video record -thus affecting illumination dynamically. This was, in fact, a phenomenon which we encountered in real life during this project, which motivated working on the problem itself, and the solution methodology -worked out subsequently -is being presented in this paper. To address the possibilities of involuntary facial expression in the subject simultaneously (in addition to dynamic changes in illumination), the subject was asked to make facial expressions during the record. The video of each subject was recorded for about a minute; the frame rate was 30 fps, at a resolution of 640×480 pixels.
The recorded videos were processed in the sequence presented in the previous section. The results pertaining to each of the steps associated with determination of the ROI, are displayed in Fig. 6 . Further, six examples of the detected signal-ROIs -are presented in Fig. 7 , demonstrating the efficacy of the automatic ROI-detection technique. Careful observation reveals the adaptability of the ROI, and how hairy regions have been avoided. Clearly, ROIs of predetermined/fixed size cannot be used in all the cases.
The data acquired from the S-ROI is de-trended by twostage mean-filtering [29] . In the context of adaptive filtering by the NLMS method, the value of the step-size parameter µ s , was set at 0.5 (estimated empirically), to assist quick convergence. The function hilbert in MATLAB was used to construct the analytic signal representation. The periodogram [30] was found to be sufficient to extract the value of HR from the enhanced signal.
A sample of the time-series measured from the signal and background ROIs, is presented in Fig. 8 . A samplesequence of results pertaining to the signal processing steps, is displayed in Fig. 9 . Note that the recorded/raw signal (after de-trending), exhibits the effects of fluctuations in the ambience and facial expression, and its PSD is corrupted Examples of signal-ROIs detected automatically, by the algorithm developed in this paper. Note that the ROIs have adapted to the respective face, and have successfully avoided hairy regions. We have superposed a back patch on the eye to conceal the identity of the subjects. with noisy peaks. Adaptive filtering removes some of the noise (but not completely). However, the PSD of the cardiaccomponent extracted using analytic representation, is cleaner, and the location of the tall peak gives the value of HR (93.8232 bpm). A record of the finger pulse transducer, acquired simultaneously (in parallel), is displayed in Fig. 8 , along with its PSD, the location of the peak in which gives the ground truth (92.4683 bpm). We have added a couple of videos -which demonstrate the acquisiton (please see the Supplementary files) of the videos along with the timeseries from the S-ROI and B-ROI, recorded simultaneously. They demonstrate the effects of fluctuation in illumination and changes in facial-expression, on the signals.
We tested the algorithm on 21 volunteers, with changes in ambient light and facial expression occurring simultaneously (note that the method worked well also in cases involving either of them alone, or both in sequence). We also investigated the efficacy of B-ROI with one and two (on the sides) sub-regions each, respectively. However, as anticipated, they did not perform as well as that with 3 sub-regions ( Fig. 4 ) -in a few cases. B-ROI with 3-sub-regions worked in all the 21 cases. This proves an important practical aspect that, changes in ambient light need not be uniformly distributed, and therefore, B-ROI must be as close as possible to the S-ROI.
Instead of listing all the values of HR in a table, we provide Bland-Altman analysis [31] -useful in demonstrating the proximity of a set of values to another set of values. The Bland-Altman plot showed the best results in the case of B-ROI with 3 sub-regions, and is displayed in Fig. 10 .
IV. DISCUSSION
Although substantial work has been reported so far in the area of webcam-based HR estimation, no one has addressed completely automatic determination of an adaptive, hair-free region on the forehead as S-ROI, nor the concept of using a set of sub-regions comprising the B-ROI close to the S-ROI for robust estimation of HR -in the presence of fluctuations in illumination. Further, while the problem arising from a deformation of the S-ROI due to involuntary facial expressions has been indicated in the literature, a solution to that (not by discarding the data itself!) -has not been suggested -to the best of our knowledge. In this paper, a novel set of algorithms for tackling both of them -occurring possibly simultaneously (their occurring over distinct durations is an easier subset of the problem, which our method tackles anyway) -has been described. Deformation due to facial expression produces a non-linear effect on the signal, and we have effectively addressed that by exploiting the analytic signal formulation which allows one to extract the component with sustaining oscillations in the signal. Finally, note that the skin-detection method, based on the YCbCr method, tested by us on people with various degrees of complexions in the Indian scenario (fair to dark), has been shown to work well over a wide range of complexions [22] . Finally, any other method -perhaps, one based on machine learning, can be used instead of the Viola-Jones method -but then, the emphasis is on automatic determination of S-ROI and B-ROI.
The results obtained by implementing our algorithm have been validated with the ground-truth obtained from a finger pulse transducer. We wish to point out that, there were a few instances in which our method outperformed the finger-print transducer itself -as observed by us in terms of cleaner PSD than that pertaining to the transducer waveform. A careful examination revealed the source of the problem -to be a slight movement of the transducer. While we do not wish to overstate this, one can say that the proposed method based on the webcam is fairly robust.
Future directions include devising an adaptive scheme for weighting the components from the B-ROI to further-improve robustness to fluctuations in illumination, and compensating for possible subject-motion -although, in our experiments, we did not encounter a problem due to motion (in spite of very mild subject-motion being inevitable) -possibly because of the good choice of ROI over the flat forehead; motion compensation can be introduced if necessary. One may also look into using a band of hue instead of the green channel (as suggested in [20] in a different context i.e., involving the use of a smartphone -which may have its own filters; our work is not about contradicting that). On the other hand, the concepts of automatically and adaptively estimating a hair-free region of the forehead as the S-ROI and identifying suitable B-ROI for extracting background information, and subsequent signal processing -developed herewith, will be useful to the smartphone scenario. Suitable bandpass filtering can perhaps allow an estimation of the respiratory rate also, as shown in [20] -though that is not the main focus of this paper.
Although the results of several efforts have appeared in the field (estimating HR from webcam), it should be noted that, in practice, there are many different scenarios, not all of which have been addressed, and the corresponding solutions are often application-dependent. The problem we have encountered -in a lab-scenario, is a realistic one, for which an effective array of processing steps has been developed -involving several novel approaches. As far as different types of illumination are concerned, we point out that, in [12] , illumination-rectification by adaptive filtering was shown to work under varying types of illumination; further, Basilio [22] showed the effectiveness of the YCbCr model on images of people with different complexion, also captured under a variety of illumination. Thus, [12] and [22] support the robustness of our method, though explicit changes in the colour of illumination were not performed. In conclusion, our work has many novel solutions, tackles challenging situations that arose in our lab (different from those pertaining to databases such as MAHNOB-HCI used in the context of human-computer interaction), and is useful in its own right -the concepts of a B-ROI with three sub-regions close to the S-ROI, and the latter being on the forehead (a well-acknowledged region for tapping cardiac activity, while avoiding hairy regions) and the application of analytical signal-representation, to name a few. Indeed, some of the problems addressed by us (first in 2016 [32] , later presented at a conference in April 2019 [33] ), has recently been acknowledged as 'work to be done', in an interesting paper in the context of a smartphone [20] . With respect to a paper just published [33] -our scenario is different; our idea of automatically determining an S-ROI on forehead (established to be good & robust, unlike the entire skin-pixels on the face in [33] ), and a B-ROI for tapping information on fluctuations in illumination explicitly is useful (making the method robust) in general, and the idea of using analytic signal with several interesting possibilities of extracting additional information [34] , apart from taking care of the effects of involuntary facial expressions, is a novel contribution. Finally, we do not need a 'reference' pulse signal' (as in [33] ) to extract the cardiac signal, and our method worked well on dark-skinned people also. Thus, our techniques in our work are complementary to the existing efforts in this field.
V. CONCLUSION
In the context of extracting heart-rate from facial videos recorded from a webcam, we have described the development of a novel adaptive S-ROI and a special B-ROI, automatically -one for acquiring the signal pertaining to cardiac activity, and the other for acquiring the noise-component pertaining to light fluctuations. The necessity for having the multiple segments comprising the B-ROI -close to the S-ROI -was highlighted, and its computation is negligible. Estimation of the S-ROI starts from finding the VJ-rectangle, and uses skin-pixel-detection, followed by row and localarea variances to arrive at the final ROI. The time series extracted from the S-ROI and B-ROI were used to obtain an enhanced signal by adaptive filtering and band-pass filtering, and processed further to reject the effects of facial expression, occurring simultaneously (or otherwise), to estimate the cardiac component. The location of the peak in the PSD of the enhanced signal yields the HR. The method, tested in 21 subjects, yielded results close to the ground-truth, as inferred by the Bland-Altman plot.
The concepts of automatically and adaptively estimating a hair-free region of the forehead as the S-ROI and identifying suitable B-ROI for extracting background information, and subsequent signal processing -developed herewith, is expected to be useful even in the context of assessing HR from a smartphone and perhaps other similar applications to come.
